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Abstract 

Ever wonder what it’s like to work with 62 flighted macaws? This paper discusses how we used 
positive and differential reinforcement to overcome challenges we encountered during the 
management and daily care of our birds. We gave the choice to participate in daily training and 
shows to our 3 flocks of 20 plus macaws each through stepping up, weighing, show behavior, 
enrichment, and a variety of husbandry procedures. This paper explores some of the challenges 
we faced, the ways in which we worked through them, and the different ways to keep the mental 
and physical welfare of the birds a priority by providing them power over their environment.  

 

Introduction 

At a major theme park in Central Florida, 62 flighted macaws consisting of 7 species have been 
flying in shows for 3 years. Hyacinth, Military, Scarlet, Blue and Gold, Blue- throated, 
Greenwing, and Red-fronted macaws fly a half mile to the perch location, where they are 
reinforced with various food items. After about 5 minutes on the perch, the cue is given to leave 
and they fly a half mile back to their aviary, where they secure themselves into a flight full of 
individual cages called 934s pre-baited with bowls including fruits, vegetables, and dry variable. 
Half of the team of trainers is out at the perch to interpret the experience on microphone, 
reinforce birds, and communicate with the team in the aviary which birds have made it to the 
perch. The team at the aviary releases and catches the birds. Once secured in the 934s, the 
macaws receive an additional nut in their pre-baited bowl. All 62 birds have the choice to 
participate in each part of their day. It has been shown that control is a primary reinforcer 
(Friedman, 2014).  By combining that power of control with the use of positive reinforcement 
daily, we have worked through each challenge faced and maintained consistent desired 
behavior more often than not when free flying these large flocks of macaws.       

 

Body 

From the moment we initiate communication and contact with the birds, they have control over 
the situation. Giving the birds the choice to participate begins with simply asking the birds to 
step up. We look at it as a two-way conversation, as all training and interacting with animals 
should be. We ask a clear question by presenting our flat hand, with the other hand holding the 
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reinforcer in a closed hand. The main reinforcers used are Pretty Bird and Zupreem pellet. If the 
bird holds up a foot, that is his/her way of saying “yes, I would like to step up”. Once the bird 
steps up on the hand, we give them the reinforcer. This is used throughout the day with other 
behaviors we may ask of the birds.  

 

One of the most common times to ask for stepping up is when we weigh our birds. Each 
morning, we weigh our birds while also assessing the overall body condition and behavior of 
each individual. We ask the birds to step up on our hand, walk them to the scale, ask them to 
step up onto the scale, take their weight, and walk them back to a perch afterwards. Due to the 
reinforcement history that has been built by being weighed daily, the scales have become a 
place the birds want to be. With 20 birds exhibiting the behavior of flying to the scales, we 
quickly learned we needed a better way to manage how we weighed all the birds.  

 

Differential reinforcement is defined as any operant training procedure in which certain kinds of 
behaviors are systematically reinforced and others are not (Chance, 2003). This is also known 
as shaping. Using differential reinforcement, we gave each bird a station spot of perching either 
along the walls or on a table, thereby giving them a job to do and a way to clearly understand 
how to earn reinforcers. They could not jump on the scale if they were stationing on their 
specific spot. By having individual spots to sit, we were able to avoid birds constantly flying to 
the scales to earn those reinforcers. We did find some birds still flew at the scales from time to 
time, so we decided to take their stations a step further. We either gave them a high value toy to 
play with while on their station or gave them a specific job to do. The jobs were to grab the wire 
of the wall with one foot and at times to additionally grab/touch the wire with their beaks. Toys 
and additional behaviors enabled us to overcome the undesired behavior of jumping at the 
scales when the birds were not being cued to do so.  

 

With 20 plus macaws living together, we found that at times we had issues with birds chewing 
on each other’s tails. The best way to deal with this challenge was to give our birds as much 
enrichment and browse as possible. The more shreddable the enrichment, the better it seems to 
be for beak health and the less tail chewing we see. We also see a higher interaction rate 
between our birds and the enrichment.  

 

The birds receive a wide variety of enrichment items. We give them foraging troughs made from 
untreated 2’x4’s. These are filled with items such as browse leaves, all natural compressed pine 
kitty litter, shredded paper, and cut up browse, and are covered with paper or cardboard. They 
are hung up with L-hooks but also secured with screws and washers from the outside of the 
flight to assure the birds can’t remove them from the wall. This has been an awesome way to 
encourage natural foraging behaviors as well. Additionally, browse is provided multiples times a 
week in their aviaries for them to destroy. The browse is attached onto high perches as well as 
placing some into holes we cut into a tree log that is secured into the ground of the flight. We 
also place browse vertically into a wooden browse holder and horizontally onto a metal hinged t- 
perch (Figure 1) that is brought down to secure the browse before it is brought back up. Paper 
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and cardboard attached to cut pieces of untreated 2’x4’ and secured to the aviary wall with 
screws and washers are great items for the birds to rip apart as well. In addition to the 
enrichment and browse we add to the flights every day, we provide a variety of perches. We’ve 
made hanging perches such as anchor/”T” perches (Figure 2), swinging perches (Figure 3), and 
“meeting” perches (Figure 4).  
 

 
Figure 1 
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Figure 2  

 

 

Figure 3 
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Figure 4 

 

With the wide variety of browse, enrichment items, and multiple size and types of perches 
offered, the birds have various options to play, forage, and choose where they want to hang out 
and how they want to spend their time. 

 

The main part of the day consists of the flights the birds make through the park. Twice daily, 
each flock has the door to their flight opened, cueing them to fly the half mile to the perch in the 
park. The birds live in an aviary we call “Site B” that has 4 large flight cages, three where birds 
live throughout the day and one where the birds come home after each show, which is the catch 
flight. When initially training this behavior, we used 50 foot lifts so we could get above the tree 
line. This allowed the birds to build the muscles required to fly up and over the trees, and gave 
them the sightline to the next lift along the path. As they landed on each lift, they were 
reinforced with peanuts and other variable high value treats. Once they were flying to each lift 
and to the perch without hesitation, we began lowering the lifts one by one so their flights were a 
little further each time. That lead to the full half mile flight they do now. Along the path, the birds 
fly over rivers, exhibits, and trees. As the behavior was trained, some birds chose not to fly or 
participate so we evaluated the health of those birds and their ability to perform the desired 
behavior. We determined some of those birds were not the right tool for this job. Many of those 
birds have gone on to succeed in other shows and behaviors elsewhere.  

 

Once on the perch, the birds are reinforced until they are cued to fly home. This, however, isn’t 
always what happens. There are times due to alarm calls, or other reasons, that the birds will fly 
off the perch and head home before they are cued to do so. Alarm calls are types of screaming 
vocalizations that come when the birds are uncomfortable, possibly due to predators in the area. 
This situation is where choice and the science of behavior modification have been applied. 
Once the birds have left their flight, the door is kept open. The door to the catch flight is kept 
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closed and a black covering on the outside acts as the S-delta. An S-delta tells the birds that no 
reinforcement is available at this time. Basically, when the birds see the catch door is shut with 
the black covering visible, the birds are given the information that they cannot earn the high 
value reinforcer like the nut and bowl of food. While using this system we’ve seen the birds 
come over the tree line towards the aviary and, after seeing the S-delta, turn around to head 
back to the perch! When they fly back to the perch they get another nut, thus reinforcing the 
behavior of coming back to the perch, and then are cued to fly back home. If the birds come 
back to the aviary early without being cued and stayed home rather than returning to the perch, 
that’s okay too. We secure them in the release flight for lower value reinforcers such as 
vegetables. We keep the high value reinforcers like nuts contingent upon performing the 
behavior we have asked them for.  

 

So what happens, you ask, if the birds fly out to the perch but don’t come home? Well, that’s 
another challenge we have had to work to overcome. Generally this looks like the birds 
practicing the behaviors of flying tree to tree, browsing, and playing in the park. Throughout the 
time the macaws have been flying in the park we’ve seen competing reinforcers between what 
we give the birds at Site B and other items that are freely available in the park, such as acorns, 
seed pods, and general browse in the trees. If we see the behavior practiced for multiple days 
we may give the birds time off from the show, be it just one show or a full day. When given time 
off, the bird is pulled out of the flock and would spend that time in a 4’x6’ or 8’x8’ cage in the 
aviary. The time off from shows can help break the pattern and routine being created. We also 
increase the value of the reinforcer when coming home. Instead of just a peanut or almond for 
coming home, we may give out Brazil nuts or walnuts to increase the likelihood they will come 
home faster the next show. Multiple nuts or higher value ones seem to be a great option to help 
overcome them sitting out in trees. However, the first autumn we encountered what we now 
refer to as “Acorn Apocalypse”. Acorns had sprouted in the Oak trees along their flight path and 
almost all of our birds chose to sit in the trees and eat/pick all the acorns instead of coming to 
the perch or going home. We tried giving bigger and better reinforcers when they came home 
with more nuts or items like Brazil nuts or walnuts. We tried keeping shows shorter to see if 
getting more reinforcers at home and less in the park would help. We also gave birds time off 
from shows so they wouldn’t continue to practice that behavior of sitting in the park. Finally, the 
acorns were gone from the Oak trees and the birds eventually got back on track.  

 

So what does it look like when the birds do come home? The catch flight is set up with individual 
cages called 934s. The name 934 came from the Harry Potter reference of platform 9 ¾. The 
name came because the caging is in between sizes of other similar cages and we all started 
calling them 934s. The 934s are pre-baited with water bowls and food bowls that have fruits, 
vegetables, and a dry variable (crackers, pretzels, popcorn, etc.). These are different for the AM 
vs PM flights for the birds. When they fly in, all the doors to the 934s are open and the birds can 
pick which one they want to put themselves into. Once in, we give them a nut and close the 
door behind them. If the birds do not want to go into the 934s, they don’t have to. This could be 
a way they self-regulate how much food they eat. We want these 934s to stay positive for many 
reasons, one of the biggest being that this is how we transport the birds anywhere they may 
need to go. So if they seem uncomfortable, i.e. pacing back and forth, slicked back feathers, or 
slow to load into the 934, we leave the door open. We monitor the birds that choose not to go 
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into the 934 and, when possible, we walk them right back into the release flight they will be in for 
the day.  

 

After coming into the catch and being secured, the release flight will then be prepared for the 
birds with high value “go home” toys that are ‘supervision only’ toys, and we put up more 
browse or enrichment into the flight as well. These ‘supervision only’ toys have lots of metal or 
fire hose pieces attached to untreated 2’x4’s which are what makes them a short term but high 
value toy. We put mixed vegetables onto the tables, giving them additional reinforcers for flying 
home and moving from the catch flight into the other flight. The doors to each 934 are opened 
and most of the birds fly from the catch flight into the other flight. Any birds that do not fly over 
are simply walked over on the hand. This is another way the birds can exercise control over 
their environment. The 934s have changed throughout time as well to make them easier for the 
birds to load and unload themselves. We attached perches to the tops of them to make it easier 
to land on and secured the doors with an eye hook to stay open. This way, if the birds fly directly 
to the open door, the door won’t shift or close on them. We also added shields as visual barriers 
to the outsides so birds who live in the flight next door and did not fly in that show wouldn’t have 
to sit and watch the other birds eating all the high value treats.  

 

One of the last ways in which our birds have control over their daily environment was through 
different husbandry practices. Training animals to participate in their health care leads to less 
stress during procedures that may need to be done. Our birds are trained to voluntarily 
participate in nail trims. We use a Dremel to shape their nails, and the birds can either put a foot 
up onto the wire of a 4’x6’ cage or in the 934 or stand on a bow perch with 1”x1” wire (Figure 5) 
and the nails can be shaped from below.  

 
Figure 5 
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Each bird is an individual. We determine which way we start the training based on the specific 
individual, it is a study of one. If the birds seem to exhibit behavior that tell us they are 
uncomfortable, such as hesitation to come near the Dremel or step onto the perch, we will try 
another method to see if that is more comfortable. By asking them to put a foot up on the wire, 
they have the ability to move away from the Dremel if desired. If they continue to come back 
and put their foot up on the wire we know they are willing to participate in their nails being 
trimmed. Once trained, we continue to do nail trims whenever that individual has sharp nails 
again or as necessary to maintain the behavior.  

 

Another husbandry procedure the birds voluntarily participate in is mite and other feather 
parasite treatment. Rather than catch birds up to spray them with mite spray we trained them! 
We took the base stand from a 934, attached a perch to one side, and built a plywood wall with 
a hole cut into it. We ask the birds to put their heads through the hole. If they choose to put their 
heads through the hole we reinforce them and spray them. We recently took it a step further and 
only sprayed the birds if they target to a target pole once their head is through the hole. This 
allows the birds to choose when they are sprayed. For both of these husbandry behaviors we 
use their pelleted diet for the reinforcers. 

 

 

Conclusion 

 Through positive and differential reinforcement we train and maintain desired behaviors 
in the face of different challenges that we encounter while free flying 20 plus macaws at a time. 
By setting the stage for success, we have been able to overcome the challenges listed in this 
paper. Our macaws have control over their environment in all aspects of their day. Through 
stepping up, weighing, flying in show, interacting with enrichment, and husbandry procedures 
each bird can decide whether they participated or not.  We constantly have looked for ways to 
improve each aspect of their day so we can provide the safest, best environment for the birds. 
Animal welfare is a top priority at NEI and we want our birds to enjoy their job as much as we 
enjoy ours.  
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